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1258 A.D. - Book Three in the Lords of Thunder: The de Shera Brotherhood Trilogy is the exciting

conclusion to this bestselling collection by Medieval master author Kathryn Le Veque.In Book

Three, the focus on Tiberius, the youngest de Shera brother, as he falls in love with the lovely Lady

Douglass, the daughter of an enemy knight. But love knows no boundaries as Tiberius and

Douglass find themselves swept up in the politics of Simon de Montfort against Henry III, and

Tiberius' loyalty is soon called into question. Is he still siding with de Montfort or has he decided to

follow his heart and, therefore, the enemy? It soon becomes a game of espionage, honor, and

family loyalties as Tiberius must choose what is more important to him - de Montfort's cause or

Douglass' love.Don't miss this passionate and turbulent love story.
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Kathryn Le Veque is such a remarkable writer with these series of books that I have been

mesmerized from the start. I can hardly put one book down to read the next one involving all the

different families that she has brought forth in her books and woven such tales involving and



interweaving all the great Lords, Ladies, and Kings during this perilous time in the history. It is truly a

marvelous read especially as these families move from one generation to the next in their different

achievements and ploys to maintain peace and control over England during its time of solidifying tis

boarders and claiming their lands! I find her reading not only entertaining but so well researched and

steeped in historical events the reader feels almost akin to these people and their families. Great

reading for anyone!!

There were some definite twists and turns in this book as well as the previous two. I loved it!! First

off, Max has a son, that came out of nowhere. Second, why can't the de Shera men find a woman

with no complications. There is a catch attached to the women they meet. A deathbed proposal, a

crazy father, crazy aunts, abducting bride's, fires, battles, fearsome fathers. overprotective brothers,

other suitors, greedy priests, etc. So much for an "I do." It's a lot.Third, Max is a de Winter. This is

too much, too many changes for me. Fourth, Tiberius was dyslexic-wasn't really an issue. Fifth,

Tiberius falls in love with Bose de Moray's daughter after she bashes his skull in, how romantic.

Sixth, de Moray and de Winter switch allegiance from Henry to de Montford-whoa that was crazy.

Yet and still I loved every moment of it.

Although this is primarily T's story with Douglass. I found myself turning the pages to get to the parts

the continued Maximus' journey. This astonished me because T had always been my favorite

brother in the series.Somehow Maximus stole my heart and never returned it. I loved the epilogue.

What a wonderful glimpse into the future of this wonderfully human family.Honey continued to

dominate as the heartbeat of the deShera clan. So many surprises. The ending of this series was

very satisfying. I adored it.Note to Kathryn LeVeque: please write Honey deShera's story! Dustin's

daughter surely has a story to be told just from the glimpses we've seen of her.

This was a fantastic end to The Lord's of Thunder trilogy. Tiberius & Douglass story touched me

more then his brother's. By 40% into the book I had to stop and cry. The bond between these

brothers was the bond of Legends. Family, love, passion and true unwavering friendship and

loyalties were ever present in this family of three brothers. Family always first. What was wonderful

was the fact that all three brothers are ever present in all three books. Plus characters that have

been in other Le Veque books.Kathryn Le Veque has done it again. She has drawn us in with all

three books to create a masterpiece in true Le Veque style.If you are looking for a grand Medieval

Trilogy filled with tension of the times and great love stories...then try out the Lord's of Thunder. Get



all three books...you will not be disappointed. Gallus, Maximus, and Tiberius de Shera will take you

on a grand journey.If, I could give the entire series a 10, I definitely would.

What more can be said of the end of this masterful trilogy! I loved how the tie-ins with all the

supporting characters came together. The sons of her heroes from a generation ago make their

appearance throughout the three-part series. I especially loved, loved, loved reading about William

de Wolfe's sons.In this story we read about the third Thunder Lord, Tiberius. His lady love is

Douglass de Moray, the daughter of Bose de Moray from The Gorgon. It is one of my favorite

re-reads of this author's books. I was thrilled beyond measure to read about Summer and Bose's

daughter falling in love with Tiberius.To get the full measure of the story, and to fully appreciate the

many twists and turns, you have to read the first two books to understand this third book. It would

also be helpful if you read The Gorgon and The Wolfe, among others. I was hoping the author didn't

have to end this series, but I'm hoping she will write about The Lords of Thunder's offspring. I can't

even imagine what that would be like. Even though Ms. Le Veque hasn't written a sequel to The

Wolfe or The Gorgon, it was just wonderful to catch a glimpse of their progeny's progression in this

series.Bravo Ms. Le Veque for your masterful penning of the conclusion of The Lords of Thunder.

I couldn't wait for Ty's love story in this series, & read it in little over day, but now for the let-down as

it's all over & done. Kathryn's novels always leave me so conflicted & addicted...happy to have

escaped to their world & sad when I have to return. I want more now!Awesome ending to the series!

I have read all of Kathryn Le Veque's novels & anxiously await each new one & am constantly

re-reading my favorites by her. She is my favorite author for historical romance & this novel is a

perfect example of why. The characters are easy to identify with and fall in love with & root for their

HEA. The story had lots of conflicts that I kept thinking "oh no, how is she going to reconcile this

situation???" So it totally keeps your attention & focus to finish to the end to see how she wraps it all

up. The Epilogue & supporting characters from her other novels are always a welcome part of the

story. Makes me want to go back & re-read their novels again!I loved the de Shera boys & their

women! I want to escape to Isenhall now!!!
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